FOR SALE
TUBB 2000 w/accessories
Well, here one is... Folks, I have a TUBB 2000 for sale! It’s optioned out and fully accessorized. It’s also expensive.
This is the most photographed T2K on the planet, and that’s all it’s ever been used for. Right. Unfired. Serial number
#0004. Rifle is a 2000c model in green and blue. It’s from the original run and carries serial number “0004” That’s right.
It is complete with a huge (huge) list of accessories, some of which I don’t think even exist as options anymore.
This package is very expensive and there is good reason for that. Keep reading on the next page...

I have to say all this, so – not all items shown are included in the package! Some items not shown are included in the package.

There are a couple of very minor scratches on the rifle from routine handling. And I smoothed the back edge on the bottom trigger guard (right where it meets the handgrip), very “professionally,” when I had once thought about putting the
rifle into service. This very minor modification made it much more comfortable to handle for a high right hand position.
So there is about a 0.125 inch strip where there is no anodizing. Not exactly a blem. Other than that, that’s it. It’s a very
good gun. Why am I selling it? Folks, I’m an AR15 man. Me shooting a T2K doesn’t help you all at all. So help yourself!
All the particulars are on the next page.

FOR SALE
TUBB 2000 w/accessories
Here’s what I can tell you about it and what it has with it:
2 barrels: rifle is currently with a Schneider 1-8 twist in 6mmX with installed SightLine extension tube; 1 ready-to-install
(chambered, threaded, finished, headspaced) Schneider polygon in 6XC with pre-installed SightLine extension tube
Action wrench for barrel swap
4 10-round SR25 magazines, stamped “McMillan.” These have been hand-tuned for fit and function by David Tubb
1 Delrin loading block insert, modified by David Tubb with hand-hold attachment (NRA legal)
Texas Tall Boy RPA front sight base, 22mm globe with level (no sighting insert)
Precision ground rear sight base
Warner #1 rear sight, no iris insert (inserts for front and rear are availble at extra cost).
2 extra complete buttstock assemblies (no adjustment going from position to position, total of 3 so just swap them out
standing to sitting to prone). Two don’t match the rifle color but are unused. One has sandbag “rider” for benchrest.
4 different polymer “SofShot” inserts to really fine-tune rebound, including the super-stiff black (great for prone).
2 T2K laminated wood grips in blue
T2K knurled trigger post
Firing pin tool (to disassemble the bolt); spare extractor; cleaning rod guide; has CS striker spring installed
2 position-adjustable forend weights; plus original adjustable handstop with sling swivel
Action has been hand-tuned for function by David Tubb; it’s very slick! Also has the adjustable-length knob spacer screw.
Brass and dies for both cartridges (brass is new WW .22-.250 and must be fire formed, which is very easy -- just run it
through the sizing die and fire away for either cartridge option); about 400 cases. Bullets are available.
How much? A lot. Creedmoor has them listed new now for $4950.00, and that’s a rifle with two magazines, the singleround loading block, no sights, not much else. Get a calculator and total it up and you’ll see it’s a very good deal (there’s
about $2800 worth of accessories, or a total of $7800 at today’s prices on all this new). Other things are available.

Complete Package Price is $6200.00 [plus shipping] That’s the rifle with sights, an extra barrel, and a total
of three buttstocks, plus. I don’t want to part it out! If you are a serious High Power shooter and want the most serious
across-the-course set up imaginable, this would be it. It’s “turn-key,” except you’ll need to put sighting irises in it.
Call 662-473-6107 or e-mail glen@zediker.com

